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a b s t r a c t

Particular properties of Fe–Nb/Mo–Cu–B–Si rapidly quenched ribbons were examined. Apart from

minor variation, no significant difference due to the Mo for Nb substitution was observed in alloy

density and its annealing-induced changes. The same holds for the anisotropic thermal expansion of

as-cast ribbon when annealed and for induced anisotropy when annealed under stress. The

Mo-substituted ribbons show only slightly higher crystallinity and lower coercivity if annealed in

inert gas ambience than in vacuum. Some diversity in surface to interior heterogeneity of the differently

annealed ribbons can still be distinguished. Preserving a minor percentage of Nb together with Mo does

not seem substantiated to obtain favorable soft magnetic properties of ribbons annealed in inert gas.

& 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The idea to try other refractory metals instead of Nb came soon
after the introduction of Finemets with incipient understanding of
the role of Nb [1]. So Ta, W, Mo and Zr, Cr and V were used to
substitute a part or all of Nb in the basic Fe–Nb–Cu–B–Si
composition. The first attempts aimed at preserving and/or
improving the good soft-magnetic properties of Finemet. The
substituting elements sorted as for the best results appear mostly:
NbZTa4MoZW4V4Cr. The magnetic properties were repre-
sented by relative permeability at 1 kHz measured on toroidal
samples annealed at 550 1C in nitrogen [1]. Although the grain
size decreased further, by increasing the percentage of Nb or its
substitutes over 3 at%, the magnetic properties got worse. Many of
recent work appear to show that some Nb (�1 at%) should be
retained at the substitution to achieve the best magnetic proper-
ties which are seen as principally due to non-agglomerated, as
fine as possible Fe–Si grains [2]. With the partial substitution,
annealing in hydrogen and considering additional magnetic
parameters (coercivity, core loss), the order of successful
substitutes Ta4W4Mo was only slightly different. Further
ll rights reserved.
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research showed that unlike Nanoperms and Hitperms, in
Finemets both Cu and Nb are necessary to provide for the optimal
nanocrystalline structure through pre-nucleation clustering and
grain growth hindering, respectively [3]. Whereas authors
reporting on higher Mo, Si-free alloys (5–8 at% Mo) consider
partial incorporation of Mo into bcc-Fe grains [4], low Mo alloys
do not reveal any signs of Mo within the grains. This appears to
hold equally for alloys with tiny contents of Nb [5] as well as for
Si-containing alloys where Si shrinks the Fe–Si lattice and so could
obscure a XRD identification of any small Mo share within the
grains [6].

It remains unclear what is the role of tiny amount of Nb which
appear to provide the better soft-magnetic properties if compared
to alloys with all of Nb substituted by Mo. Although diverse
annealing environment was used in the works cited above (Ar, H2,
N2, vacuum), we found no single work where samples annealed in
vacuum and gaseous environment were compared to see whether
possible surface effects could be significant for the Mo for Nb
substituted alloys. Similarly, no systematic data concerning the
alloys density and its changes due to thermal treatment are
available so far. Changing density can pose a risk of generating
internal stresses. We also found no check of the response to stress
annealing in the literature. The use of the better available and
cheaper Mo instead of Nb is particularly appealing for practical
use [7]. Therefore, we chose to examine the four above-mentioned
unclear points concerning the Fe–Nb/Mo–Cu–B–Si alloy system.
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2. Materials and methods

The amorphous precursor ribbons were prepared by planar-
flow casting of the melt in air. All the ribbons were 10 mm wide;
the average thickness was 19 mm. Particular composition is
quoted in Table 1. Standard methods were used to test the
composition, structure, grain size (by TEM) and to perform
Mössbauer spectroscopy (MS). The popular Normos software
has been exploited to evaluate MS. In-house developed
technology was used to determine the density and
magnetostriction by buoyancy (Archimedean) method and a
capacitive-sensor-based apparatus, respectively. Despite of small
sample volume, the density is determined with an accuracy of
70.5%. Thermal expansion and its as-cast anisotropy have been
checked using a commercial dilatometer. Rectangular strip
samples were submitted to all the measurements. Magnetic
measurements (loop recording) were performed on toroids too.
The toroidal cores showed 30/34 mm inner/outer diameter in
average and masses 7.7–8.9 g. Samples were excited by 21 Hz
signal from a low output impedance amplifier. The difference
between the input impedance of Helmholtz coils primary (where
the strip was inserted) and the toroid primary caused significantly
lower harmonic contents in toroid response signal—toroids
worked almost in sinusoidal induction regime if not
oversaturated. This systematic difference is reflected for
instance in Fig. 3. Whereas the cross section of a strip was
below 0.2 mm2, a toroid attained 12 mm2 in average. The true
cross section used to compute the magnetic polarization J and
induction B (strips and toroids, respectively) was not directly
measured but computed using density, mass, ribbon width and
other dimensions (length for strips, outer and inner diameter for
toroids). The loops recorded for strips are corrected for
demagnetization by plotting the polarization J against the
internal field Hi computed as Hi¼Hext�DJ/m0, where the
demagnetization factor D was evaluated from the strip
dimensions using elliptic integral calculation. To address the
changes of magnetic anisotropy, the quantity W (J/m3) inferred
from the so-called magnetization work [8] was computed from
the digitized loops according to

W ¼�Js

Z
JrH i dJ ð1Þ

where Js and Jr is the maximum attained polarization and
remanent magnetic polarization, respectively. Thermal
treatment of samples has been performed in inert gas (Ar)
atmosphere without prior evacuation of the furnace, reference
samples were annealed in vacuum (po10�3 Pa).
3. Results and discussion

The alloys show thermal and structural properties as known
from earlier works [1,9]. The onset temperature of the first
Table 1
Alloy composition and properties.

Composition (at%) Label r (g/cm3)

As-cast Anneal va

Fe73.5Nb3Cu1B9Si13.5 Mo0 7.28 7.39

Fe73.5Mo1.5Nb1.5Cu1B9Si13.5 Mo1.5 7.18 7.34

Fe73.5Mo2Nb1Cu1B9Si13.5 Mo2 7.23 7.36

Fe73.5Mo3Cu0.8B9.1Si13.6 Mo3 7.26 7.40

Density r, coefficient of saturation magnetostriction ls for as-cast and 540 1C/1 h anneal

quoted in the rightmost column.
crystallization stage ranges from 490 to 520 1C—the less Mo the
higher the temperature. The second crystallization stage, which
enables crystalline borides to appear, sets on safely above 600 1C
for all the studied compositions [10]. After 550 1C 1 h annealing,
the crystalline grain dimensions do not surpass 15 nm in any
alloy. The average bcc Fe–Si (with DO3 superstructure) grain
dimension is �10 nm as already reported [9,11]. Unlike Si-free
Fe–Mo–Cu–B ribbons, where peculiar occurrence of surface
crystals was detected [12], no similar surface anomalies were
observed on the studied Fe–Mo–Cu–B–Si ribbons. Matching the
earlier results [1], the increasing Mo to Nb ratio is seen to
decrease negligibly the Curie temperature TC of the as-cast alloys
down to �320 1C [10].

3.1. As-cast properties

The as-cast ribbons (as well as toroids wound of it) show
typical round hysteresis loops which do not saturate even at
2 kA/m exciting field. There is no discernible systematic correla-
tion to the composition. Nevertheless, Mo3 shows the least
magnetic anisotropy just about saturating at 1.18 T, simulta-
neously displaying the lowest as-cast dynamic coercivity Hcd of
�10 A/m. The magnetostriction shows values (see Table 1) typical
for similar materials. The density of all the alloys (see Table 1) is
confined within a range hardly surpassing the accuracy (70.5%)
of the method used. Apart from the former insignificant
differences, it appears that the coexistence of Mo with Nb results
in a slightly lower density if compared to Mo-only or Nb-only
compositions.

3.2. Annealing effects

The density definitely increases due to annealing as generally
observed for Si-rich (more than 12 at% of Si) Fe-based ribbons. The
annealing at a temperature between the first and the second
crystallization stages causes a density increase of about 2% in
contrast to Si-poor Finemets [13], similar Si-free compositions
(e.g. Fe–Mo–Cu–B) or Hitperms [14], where the increase is often
below 0.5%. Whereas the change of density represents the true
volume change, linear dilatation is not generally reliable as to the
volume changes, but provides other instructive information. The
as-cast ribbons show anisotropic behavior when linear dilatation
is measured along and transverse to the ribbon axis—Fig. 1.

The effect was observed on metallic glasses years ago [15] but
found little attention. Unlike the longitudinal dilatation showing
reduced expansion (frequently referred to as structural relaxation
[16]), a process resembling viscous flow or creep appears to be
effective during transversal dilatation between 200 and 450 1C.
Stress annealing serves the hint to creep. Longitudinal dilatation
under 33 MPa tension shows both the reduced expansion and
creep, where the creep only takes over above 360 1C until the
crystallization shrinkage prevails at �515 1C. The orthogonal
ls�106 Js (T)

cuum As-cast Anneal vacuum Anneal vacuum

18.5 2.0 1.22

26 1.8 1.21

16 2.6 1.21

18 1.8 1.24

ed alloys. Room-temperature saturation magnetic polarization Js (at H¼150 A/m) is
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Fig. 1. Linear dilatation (dimension change to dimension at 20 1C) measured along

(L) and transverse (T) to ribbon axis for indicated samples at 10 K/min temperature

rate. Samples were held at 540 1C for 40 min. MPa values identify tensile stress

applied along measurement direction.
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measurements under the low 1 MPa stress compared to each
other show the complete result of the anisotropic behavior: The
ribbon shrinks longitudinally far more than transversally and this
is not due to the crystallization shrinkage, which in both
directions attains approximately 0.55% and 0.42% of the as-cast
dimension of Mo3 and Mo1.5 samples, respectively. Although,
this isotropy observed at crystallization of Mo Finemets is not a
general principle since we observed the crystallization shrinkage
to be clearly anisotropic in many similar ribbons [17]. Thus, if we
subtract the isotropic crystallization shrinkage from the final
dimension change, we see that the amorphous ribbon expanded
transversally and shrunk longitudinally. The coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE) determined at 1 MPa loses much of its anisotropy
right above the apparent ‘‘critical’’ temperature (the sudden drop
of CTE at 450 1C for Mo3T—see Fig. 1) and becomes all but
isotropic showing the value of �11E�6 K�1 after the partial
nanocrystallization. The anisotropic thermal expansion is thus
annealed out. This was confirmed by submitting the nanocrys-
tallized ribbons to another temperature cycle from room
temperature to 400 1C and back. Unlike Mo3, Mo 1.5 shows the
sudden drop of CTE on longitudinal expansion too. The corre-
sponding apparent critical temperature (360 1C) is lower than for
Mo3 and again it is stress sensitive. The CTE drop is rarely
observed on similar materials and if so, it is not that sudden.

There are principally two strains which can show anisotropic
relaxation at increasing temperature—the anelastic strain due to
an anisotropic casting stress and the magnetostrictive strain. Up
to TC, the sample of a positively magnetostrictive material is
‘‘pre-elongated’’ (most along the resulting averaged magnetiza-
tion) and correspondingly ‘‘pre-shrunk’’ along a perpendicular
direction. Nevertheless, the magnetostrictive strain is two orders
less (ls�0.002%—Table 1) than for instance the transversal
elongation observed up to the CTE drop at 450 1C for Mo3T
(Fig. 1) and this apparent critical temperature is very stress-
sensitive and too high to correspond to the amorphous Curie
temperature (TC�320 1C according to DSC [10]). The 1 MPa
measuring stress is enough to promote discernible viscous flow
in some Hitperms [14] but not in Finemets [18]. Moreover, the
creep induced by 33 MPa sets on at no lower temperature than
360 1C, whereas the seemingly similar transversal elongation
supported by mere 1 MPa starts at significantly lower tempera-
ture. Therefore, the apparent similarity is insufficient to regard
the elongation at 1 MPa as creep or viscous flow. Most probably,
this effect of creep-like elongation is due to the relaxation
(recovery) of the anisotropic as-cast residual strain. The apparent
critical temperature then marks the termination of the as-cast
anisotropy relaxation. Apart from the stress sensitivity, this
temperature is seen for any composition to vary modestly from
ribbon to ribbon, so looking for a correlation to the composition
within this work has not been found reasonable. Still another
vulnerable factor at dilatometry is the strain introduced by
cutting the anisotropic rough-surface samples. To minimize the
influence of probable cutting-strain recovery, samples as large as
possible were subjected to dilatometry. Equal shape and equal
size samples were always used for the longitudinal-transversal
comparisons. The annealing behavior as seen by dilatometry is an
important factor to be considered particularly when more
massive compact components (a ribbon-wound toroid) are
intended for annealing.

3.2.1. Stress annealing

If longitudinal dilatation at 1 and 33 MPa stress is compared to
each other, the 33 MPa stress appears to increase the crystal-
lization-onset temperature by �15 K (Fig. 1). This temperature
shift might account for some deficit in crystalline share in stress-
annealed samples if compared to no-stress equivalently annealed
ones. Whereas two papers report such a deficit [19,20], we found
also a contradictory interpretation of measurements [21] on
similar materials.

The stress-annealing-induced magnetic anisotropy is of the
hard-ribbon-axis (HRA) type. The modest tensile stress of 33 MPa
is quite enough to induce a significant HRA anisotropy character-
ized by W of almost 400 J/m3 which is fully comparable to Nb
Finemets. The corresponding loop is compared to two references
in Fig. 2. The 15.5 at% Si Finemet (Nb3Si15.5) has been chosen as
the reference because it shows the largest stress-anneal-induced
anisotropy from among the Nb Finemets and the ribbon thickness
equals that of Mo3 enabling the use of equal demagnetization
factor and to attain equal stress with the use of equal force.
Whereas the slim loops displaying large HRA anisotropy (i.e. Jr-0,
see relation (1)) are optimal for exploiting the conditional
equivalence of magnetization work and anisotropy [8], the
different saturation represents an impediment to straight-
forward comparison. Thus, we scaled the Nb3Si15.5 loop
preserving its genuine slope so as to attain the Mo3 saturation.
Then the reference value for Nb3Si15.5 is W�475 J/m3. The
stress-annealed sample Mo3 does not saturate well so the above-
mentioned modest crystallinity deficit could not be reliably
identified by a corresponding saturation deficit.

3.2.2. Soft magnetic properties

Apart from the consequences of stress annealing, the con-
ventionally annealed (1 h isotherm) samples show the room
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Table 2
Mössbauer spectroscopy parameters.

Alloy /HS (T) A23 Acr (%)

Vacuum Ar Vacuum Ar Vacuum Ar

Mo0 19.1 18.5 3.30 3.31 51 52

Mo1.5 20.5 18.7 2.25 2.99 33 57

Mo3 20.0 19.5 3.14 3.98 35 55

The samples were annealed at 540 1C for 1 h in indicated ambience. Hyperfine field

/HS and A23 ratio (see text) refer to the amorphous rest. Acr is the crystalline share

determined from particular spectrum area.
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temperature saturation to increase by some 6% due to the
standard 540 1C annealing if compared to the as-cast state.
The magnetostriction is substantially reduced (Table 1) and the
coercivity Hcd decreases down to 1 A/m—Fig. 3. Nevertheless,
effect of a higher annealing temperature was tested as well.
Increasing the temperature to 570 1C has not been found to bring
any additional risks with any of the Mo Finemet ribbons. In
contrary, an improved but hardly significant decrease of Hcd and
increase of Js has been observed after 570 1C—1 hour vacuum
annealing.

3.2.3. Influence of annealing ambience

The differences observed between vacuum annealed and gas
annealed sample properties are small if compared to, for instance,
Si-poor Nb Finemets [22]. Even the small differences still appear
to correlate to different annealing ambience as seen in Fig. 3 and
Table 2. Unlike the strip–toroid difference that is explained in part
2, the larger Hcd values for vacuum annealed samples show
another diversity that appears to be due to the annealing
ambience. Mössbauer spectra were evaluated on the assumption
that the Fe-based crystalline phase is well characterized by the
DO3 superlattice. Thus, the term ‘‘crystallinity’’ is to be
understood in a somewhat narrower sense in this paragraph.
Whilst Ar annealing of the Mo Finemets results in a crystallinity
which matches well that of the corresponding Nb Finemet, the
vacuum annealed Mo Finemets show slightly less crystalline
share and larger hyperfine field /HS. Another MS parameter,
which shows an Ar—vacuum difference, is the ratio A23. It gives
information about the orientation of the 57Fe magnetic moment
within the amorphous rest: value of 4 means the moment lies in
plane, whereas 0 stands for normal to plane of the ribbon.
Ar annealed samples show more magnetic moments to lie in the
ribbon plane than the vacuum annealed samples do. Thus, a
corresponding different magnetic anisotropy could be expected.
Indeed, comparable loops recorded for strips as well as for toroids
show W – relation (1) – larger for vacuum annealed samples than
for Ar annealed ones by approximately 25%. The values of W

ranged from 1.5 to 4.5 J/m3, thus the off-axis anisotropy is weak.
Nevertheless, the coincidence of smaller A23 and larger W for
vacuum-annealed samples can be seen as a sign of minor
off-plane anisotropy, which is suppressed in Ar-annealed samples.

An off-plane anisotropy where the easy axis is not contained in
the ribbon plane is quite common in soft-magnetic ribbons
prepared by planar-flow casting. It comes from surfaces that exert
an in-plane stress on the magnetostrictive ribbon interior and
produces a characteristic magnetoelastic contribution to the
anisotropy. We use the term macroscopic heterogeneity (MH)
[22] to name the principal cause of the above effect. The
heterogeneity can often be identified as surface-to-interior
compositional difference by XPS and/or SIMS. It comes right with
as-cast ribbons and changes itself [23] as well as its influence due
to thermal treatment. In Si-poor compositions, the MH appears to
promote surface crystallization [24] but this is by far not the only
effect, which can create the in-plane stress. Whereas magnetic
response to MH is quite significant for strongly magnetostrictive
materials as Hitperms [14], MH can cause very weak effect,
particularly for the Finemets containing 13–14 at% of Si. It is
worth noting that this is not the composition with the least
magnetostriction. With the assumption that MH acts in Mo
Finemets through surfaces feebly pulling (spreading) the ribbon
interior, we can offer the explanation why Ar-annealed samples
show weaker HRA anisotropy: Spreading the positively magne-
tostrictive ribbon pushes the value of A23 to 4 (Table 2) and
diminishes W by aligning the easy direction to the ribbon plane in
the major part of the ribbon (interior). To test this hypothesis, we
etched out the Ar-annealed strip-samples’ surfaces of two
diversely thick Mo3 ribbons. The surface removal resulted in
�1 mm thickness reduction for both the ribbons. The loops (two
not-adjacent samples of each ribbon were equally etched) got a
slight tilt as seen in Fig. 4 and attained larger W akin to vacuum
annealed samples, which show a value around 4 J/m3.

The tilt acquired by etching (i.e. DW) was larger for the thicker
ribbon. Etching is not limited to merely remove the surface but it
can simultaneously create a new—altered one and this could
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apply different stress of its own. If the altered surfaces would
exert an equal squeeze, larger DW should be expected for the
thinner ribbon however, the opposite was observed. Reference
etching experiment with a Si-poor Finemet (Fe75Nb3Cu1B12Si9),
which features squeezing (compressing) surfaces [25] and a slant
loop after Ar annealing, showed opposite response. The surface
removal resulted in 2.4 mm reduction of thickness (11%) and 40%
decrease of W clearly diminishing the loop tilt. Surface morphol-
ogy (roughness) cannot explain the observed results. Checking
the surfaces by microscope did not reveal any discernible
diversity of morphology between genuine and etched samples.
Accordingly, no opposite changes of surface texture due to etching
were detected on the samples showing the opposite changes of W.
Thus we regard the etching experiment with Ar annealed Si-rich
Finemets as showing the effect of spreading surfaces removal.
Nevertheless, the influence of MH is exceptionally small for the Si-
rich Mo Finemets as well as for similar Nb Finemets.

3.2.4. Peculiar loops

Unlike the widely held opinion [2,6], that the best soft-magnetic
properties are obtained if not all Nb is substituted by Mo, our results
point to the fully Mo-substituted alloy showing the best parameters
(Bs/Hcd). However, there probably is a critical exception. While all the
alloys of the Fe–Mo–Cu–B–Si series show standard low-anisotropy
low-loss loops, the Mo3 vacuum-annealed toroids provided a not well
reproducible peculiarity—displayed in Fig.5. Keeping all the known
parameters (core construction, annealing conditions) as equal as
possible, we tested one toroid after another whether the constricted
loop shows up systematically.

On the fourth trial, we finally observed a significantly less
constricted loop. Longitudinal ribbon inhomogeneity is hardly
the reason since none of the ribbon pieces cut between the
core-bound segments as well as none of the Ar-annealed toroidal
cores displayed similar constricted character of its loop. Apart
from a slight Cu deficit – the analysis shows 0.8 at% of Cu – there
is nothing suspect on the composition. There is no large grain, no
clumped grains, and no borides as one would probably expect
from slightly less Cu. By chance, there was a Cu-poor (0.4 at%
only) Mo Finemet in our archive and we tested it—its loop is also
displayed scaled in Fig. 5. Borides have been identified after the
annealing. The resulting coercivity increase resembles the one
observed in Ref. [9] at temperatures close to the second crystal-
lization on alloys with ‘‘correct’’ composition. This is for sure not
the reason for the peculiar loop because the reference loop shows
quite another character and the coercivity of Mo3 strips do not
increase even after 570 1C annealing. The most probable reason
for the constricted loop is a not well reproducible stress within
the core. Minor circumferential compression was exerted on the
annealed core by a rubber ring (‘‘tight belt’’) and the loop shows
still more difficult magnetization (1st and 3rd quadrant) than
the genuine constricted loop. There are reasons to think of
non-negligible internal stress in the Mo3 cores: Whereas the
cores of the other compositions show packing factors 0.74–0.80,
the Mo3 cores are the densest with a packing factor over 0.86,
despite different Mo3 ribbons showing the effective thickness of
22 and 18 mm were used to wind the cores. This appears to
correlate with qualitative microscopic observation of the surfa-
ces—Mo3 ribbons show the smoothest surface of the whole
series. Other materials show better the well-known tendency of
ribbon-wound cores—the thinner the ribbon the lesser the
packing factor. A ribbon-wound core of �9 g mass can hardly
heat up homogeneously at a rate of �10 K/min (the rate at 500 1C
where the ribbon begins to shrink—Fig. 1). If a force coming from
inhomogeneous core shrinkage during annealing is to be relaxed
by relative movement of adjacent turns, the ensuing friction
energy can be larger as in more loosely packed cores and possibly
induces a shear stress. Such a stress could influence the core as
a residual stress or even during annealing. In this context, we
recall the possibility to induce a significant stress-induced
anisotropy in this material (Fig. 2). Nevertheless it remains
unclear where an unintended stress showing the above
‘‘tight belt’’ effect comes from, just and only at the vacuum
annealing. On the other hand, such a loop is rather rare
and interesting also as to the underlying magnetization process,
so further devoted work is in progress. Thus, the Mo3 alloy could
be considered as promising but potentially risky for the time
being.
4. Conclusions

In general, the substitution of Mo for Nb in the standard
Finemet composition brings no notable difference to structural
characteristics and no clear risk or detriment to the desired soft
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magnetic properties. The particular questions, which motivated
this work, are answered as follows:
�
 The annealing of Fe–Mo/Nb–Cu–B–Si ribbons in inert gas
ambience brings slightly better soft magnetic parameters than
vacuum annealing. The ribbons show modest macroscopic
heterogeneity where, unlike Si-poor Finemets, the surfaces do
not squeeze but rather spread the ribbon interior. This effect
comes with the optimal percentage of Si also in standard Nb
Finemet and the Mo-for-Nb substitution just does not
deteriorate the beneficial effect.

�
 The saturation and the coercivity show the best values for the

Mo-only alloy annealed in argon, so there seems to be no need
to preserve a tiny percentage of Nb in the composition.
Nevertheless, the constricted hysteresis loops observed for
vacuum annealed toroids still remain to be clarified.

�
 The alloy density shows values and annealing behavior not

significantly different to standard Nb Finemet. The anisotropic
thermal expansion and shrinkage at annealing of as-cast
ribbons is observed on Mo Finemets too.

�
 The Mo-only Finemet responds to annealing under stress along

the ribbon axis by significant hard-ribbon-axis magnetic aniso-
tropy, which is fully comparable to an equivalent Nb Finemet.
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